ABSTRACT — Implantology is rapidly developing interdisciplinary field providing enormous amounts of data to be classified, evaluated and interpreted. The analysis of clinical data remains a big challenge, because each new system has specific requirements. The aim of study was to prepare specific tool for treatment planning. Decision support system is built on Expert system. It is interactive software which provides clinical recommendations and treatment planning. Expert systems are knowledge-based computer programs designed to provide assistance in diagnosis and treatment planning. These systems are used for health care (dentistry, medicine, pharmacy etc.). The application contained the medical history analysis to obtaining information useful in formulating a diagnosis and providing implant insertion and prosthetic reconstruction to the patient; the diagnostic examination of dental implant procedure; implant positioning diagnosis – 3-D measurement; diagnostic information for treatment planning; treatment plan in the form of objective measurement of implant placement that helps surgeon and prosthodontics. The decision algorithm implemented by programming language is used. Core of program is an expert knowledge programming like a decision tree. The analysis of the decision-making process for implant treatment in general practice is prepared and analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

Implantology is rapidly developing interdisciplinary field providing enormous amounts of data to be classified, evaluated and interpreted. Approaches offered by dentistry and also by dentoalveolar surgery and prosthodontics data analysis and treatment are therefore of extreme interest. Numerous methods are now available as open source tools for data evaluation ready to support the various treatment plans. The analysis of clinical data remains a big challenge, because each new system has specific requirements. The aim of study is to prepare specific tool for treatment planning. This tool is web-based application developed for using knowledge base (expert knowledge) and solving included data by user and making decision and recommendations in treatment. The tool is kind of DSS (Decision support system) that is classified as clinical considered DSS (using knowledge base and inference engine) [1]. There are more than 30 decision support systems in Dentistry mentioned in literature, which are classified to seven subcategories according to special attributes identified by White [2] (Table).

We have found out only one DSS regarding dental implantology in literature; a pilot study for preoperative planning software for oral implantatology. They developed software by Microsoft tools (C++, VTK and ITK) [3]. This software could not be useable in different operating system only in Windows; this could be first limit for usability and operability.

We have decided to build standard web application which is accessible through online interface (it has only one restriction; access to Internet). System is available on all platforms and operating systems.

Our system is designed to provide recommendations for application of the implant based on anamnesis and diagnostic medical examination. This system,
which leads the patient and his physician by the decision, should provide optimal dental rehabilitation. It is based on a number of following factors; Examination of the patient (anamnesis and overall health status of the patient), Decision-making supportive system in dental implantology (recommendation to implant), Final protocol [4].

The aim of study is to prepare new expert system which could be practically used in dental clinic treatment planning.

METHODS

Decision-making supportive system in dental implantology is divided into following three modules:

First module is anamnesis including questions regarding patient illness (interactive questionnaire).

Second module is the diagnostic examination of dental implant procedure
- First step is select position of implant (Figure 1);
- Implant positioning diagnosis – 3-D measurement (Figure 2);
- Diagnostic information for treatment planning (Figure 3).

Third module is the treatment plan in the form of objective measurement of implant placement that helps surgeon and prosthodontics (considering anamnesis and overall health status of the patient based on previous form (first and third module).

We have developed architecture model based on structure model of DSS (Figure 4).

The structure model with four basic components (Inference engine, Knowledge base, Working memory and Explanation) is prepared.

System structure:
- Inference engine – is core of system or the main part of Expert System or DSS (programming language – php (there are mechanisms for processing and evaluating data based on KB – knowledge base and WM – working memory).
- Knowledge base – this component includes knowledge of experts.
- Working memory – patient’s data collection.
- Explanation – this module may explain outputs of system (recommendation for implantation of teeth based on patients.

Model has a unique structure consisting of two main parts (Figure 5):

Figure 1: Selection of teeth

Figure 2: 3-D analysis

Figure 3: Diagnostic information for treatment planning
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Figure 4: Draft of model

Figure 5: Draft of schema
**Inference Engine** – is program implemented in php which is processing input gained data from Working Memory. Data is processed of this program driven by conditions from Knowledge Base. Programming language PHP is open source with ability to run on almost all platforms. Data is collected in mysql, open source implementation of databases. Inputs and Outputs are presented through web based interface

**Knowledge Base** – is in this case a set of thresholds. Thresholds are used in Inference Engine to make decisions and to output correct result. For example, there is width threshold to determine which treatment will be better.

Programming schema is illustrated in Figure 5. It is part of decision tree, representing choice of teeth and next steps leading to the final recommendation decision. Rhomb is argument of decision based on your choice. You will get recommendation and you may go on to next step to final decision.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

A clinical decision support system (CDSS) is an application designed to assist health professionals in decision-making tasks as in regard to diagnosis and treatment planning [5]. Focusing on dentistry, there are not many relevant studies exploring the potentials of CDSS. Brickley et al. [6] developed a neural network application to provide decision support for lower third molar treatment-planning. Benn [7] prepared CDSS examples for caries management, and Finkeissen et al. [8] evaluated intelligent dental treatment planning. All systems are base mainly on dental odontology – tooth anatomy, disease, and treatment and are semantically linked by the Relation Ontology [9,10] and some application-specific properties.

CDSS for dental implantology planning is based on comprehensive appraisal of the morphologic features of the proposed implantation site: the quality and quantity of available bone, the presence of pathoses, the inclination of the alveolar process, and the relative location of anatomic structures to the site of implantation. It is known that decision can be qualified as either “effective” or “preference sensitive”, to the extent that it is related to scientific evidence of benefits and risks to patients [11]. Our system can practically help to receive objective treatment plan including implant objectification in general practice. The presented data support the clinical implants planning and warrant more comprehensive evaluation of future therapy.
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